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To

All those working hard to excel in their exams...
. . .w i t h o u t

malpractice!

Chapter One

Insight for Success

As your exams draw closer, I'd like to share with you
some thoughts that could help you increase your
chance of achieving success. But before I get into that,
I want to remind you that, in life, the result you get in
any pursuit is largely inﬂuenced by the information at
your disposal.
It's not enough to know what to do and make up your
mind to do it; what really matters is rolling up your
sleeves to take action. However, you can't even do the
right thing when you haven't come to know the right
thing to do.
So, as you aspire for better performance in your next
exams, I implore you to start with knowing what you
should do to boost your success.
What I want to share with you in this book is useful
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insight which if you apply them diligently will
increase your chance of success in your next exams.
I’d like you to know that no matter how badly you
have performed in your exam, you have a bright
chance of not just excelling in your exam; but
recording resounding performance that will make
your examiner’s jaw drop.
So, drop any fear about exam you may harbour
because of your last exam. I want to help you excel in
your exam this time around.
Now, let's go….
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Chapter Two

Not In School to Write Exams!

First thing I want you to bear in mind is that you are
not in school to write exams. That is, as important and
indispensable as exams are, the truth is that you are
not in school just for writing exams.
Your purpose for being in school is to learn NOT to
write exams. This may sound contradicting to what
you probably already know but patiently follow me
and I'll show you why.
You are in school to acquire knowledge and have
your character developed in the process through the
activities, people and situations you will encounter
during your exams.
It's unfortunate that many people go through school
thinking and behaving as though the end result of
education is to pass exams or get excellent result.
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I understand that in our society, your graduating
grade matters and it's so important that without
getting a fairly good grade, you don't even get a
chance to show what you know in most companies
that hire graduates.
In practice, your grade opens or closes doors of
employment for you, irrespective of what you know or
don't know. Because when jobs are advertised, it's
often speciﬁed that application is open to people
within certain graduation grade.
I'm also aware that you want to get good grade to
show to your sponsors as a way of saying 'thank you'
to them for their sacriﬁces; but there is more to your
graduating grade. (For more on this, read my post,
Power of Your Graduating Grade?)
Having said that, I want to delve deeper into the real
matter about what your exam really is.
Exam is simply an exercise designed to test how much
you understand what you were taught in class and
your ability to apply them in different situations. It's
not a plan between the school authorities and your
lecturer to make you fail so you won't graduate.
It's a system designed to get a proof that you actually
participated in the class and understood the course
content. Any student who truly understands his course
shouldn't be afraid of exams; because he/she has the
basic arsenal required to win the exam battle.
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While it's important to not only pass your exam; but
get excellent result, I dare say, the result of your exam
is not the real purpose of education.
Those who think that education is about passing
exams alone suffer one major thing – incompetence!
Consequently, they succeed in their exam by hook or
crook, except that when they are presented with real
life issues to deal with based on their supposed result;
they fumble because they haven't understood what
they claimed to have passed in their exams.
Such people get jobs based on their excellent result;
but hardly stay or rise in that job because they don't
have the depth of knowledge required to really excel
in their job.
They show their First Class or Second Class upper
certiﬁcate; but when asked intelligent questions or
given tasks at work that will prove that excellent
grade, they will start stammering.
They have the best result; but the worst of
performance in real life tests and exams because they
only focused on result as if it's an end in itself instead
of a means to an end.
The shameful thing about their situation is that they
get jobs with high expectations from their employers,
but perform abysmally.
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Therefore, a key to excelling in your exam is attending
your lectures, studying your course materials and
even digging deeper to ensure you have mastery of
all that you are supposed to learn from your course
outline.
All of these exercises are designed to ensure you
understand your course and when you do, you are at
least 65% good to go in your exams and possible tests.
Therefore, long before your exam draws close, boost
your chance of success by attending lecture and
studying your course materials to gain mastery of
them.
Most people who wait till exam time table comes out
to study often embark on hasty preparation and the
result is mostly poor preparation.
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Chapter Three

Exam Success; Not By Luck

One of the important things you should know is that
nobody passes an exam accidentally.
Exam success is hinged on deliberate actions that
naturally lead to brilliant performance. It doesn't
happen by chance. Those who play around without
deliberately taking the right action and steps towards
passing get one stress-free result – a resounding
failure!
Often, people attribute other people's exams success
to luck; but that's very wrong. People hardly pass
exams by luck! Those who seem lucky prepared for
their exams when nobody saw them.
While they labour in that secret part of the library,
nobody sees them and so when they excel, it seems
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like luck. It's not! You see them when they come with
you to watch football; but you don't see when they stay
up late into the night studying and cross referencing
materials to ensure they are well grounded. Their
success is a product of their work; not luck!
Therefore, don't relax counting on luck; get down to
work to do all that you should before the exam day to
ensure you are adequately prepared.
It has been said that luck is preparation meeting
opportunity and so if you really want to be lucky in
your next exam; your secret is in preparing for your
days of opportunity.
Prepare for your exams all the time. Prepare for the
sudden test and exams early, even before there is
serious need for that.
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Chapter Four

Adequate Preparation is Key

The foundation for success in your exam is adequate
preparation. It's the prepared that truly excel because
they are the ones who understand their course
enough to answer exams questions on their own
without looking for the supposed help that comes in
form of malpractice.
Unless you have the plan of using underhanded
methods like cheating, sleeping with lecturers or
paying for marks, bribing exam ofﬁcials and
departmental ofﬁcials for marks, a sure path towards
exam success is settling down to prepare for your
exams.
Aside the fact that those underhanded methods don't
guarantee excellent result, the truth is that they hunt
you eventually in the future. They prevent you from
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taking the step that will enable you develop capacity.
Instead of learning to acquire problem solving skills,
you take the short cut and miss learning such crucial
life lesson.
It's always better to get into your exam prepared than
to get in hoping that you get placed side by side
someone who will produce the answer while you
copy. Is the person not a human being with one head?
Please don't even bring up the matter of IQ here. You
don't need to have superior IQ to learn your course
well enough to get at least credit level pass. You just
need the ability to settle down and study.
People may disappoint you and your invigilator may
reshufﬂe your exam formation*. Prepare for your exam
such that even if they want you to write under ﬂood
light with four CCTV cameras mounted round you, you
will still write from your head and excel. That's how I
like to prepare for my exams.
Aside the fact that exam malpractice is a sin, the
thought of resting my fortune squarely on another
person scares me to death.
Therefore, for anything I want to get in life, what I do is
determine what I have to do on my own, get to work
on them and ask God to bless my efforts and do what
I can't do for myself.
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After that, I relax with roasted corn and ube or gurasa
and chilled zobo. Then, whatever becomes the
outcome is God's will.
As your exams draw close, forget lobbying for sitting
arrangement, stop looking for a lecturer to sort or
sleep with for marks, drop the plans of hiring a
mercenary to write exam for you; none of these
methods guarantees you an excellent performance in
your exam.
Please don't follow your classmates who see those
methods as the way forward; instead, devout yourself
to studying your course so well that you can write any
exam based on your course contents.
Start by ensuring you have a good understanding of
the course contents for each of your courses and dig
deep into thoroughly understanding each of the
topics.
If there is anything you don't understand, just dig
deeper, ask questions and ask your fellow students for
help, surf the net and go for tutorials until you have
very good grasp of your course contents.
If you ﬁnd it difﬁcult to understand your course, I
recommend that you can equally get our programme,
Lecture Decoding Hack and learn how to
understand your course no matter how mad your
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lectuerer’s teaching ability or difﬁcult your course
materials. However, if you just ﬁnd the course difﬁcult,
yo u ma y g et, C r a c k i n g D i f  c u l t C o u r s e s
programme.
Leave no note unread. Don't leave any topic for your
sit mate to read; they may not be nearby on the day of
exam.
Read as one who has only God's help plus what you
have been able to study. This works all the time;
irrespective of how many of your village people that
are on your case!
*Exam Formation: The concept of sitting together with
intelligent classmates with the intent of sharing answers
during exams.
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Chapter Five

Reading Your Course; Not Enough

Meanwhile, reading your courses is not enough; that's
why you should go the extra mile in your quest for
exam success.
The extra work you have to do can be likened to
window dressing where you put ﬁnishing touches on
your efforts and ensure you leave no stone unturned
in your preparations.
So, ensure you cover your scheme of work thoroughly
because if you are writing an external exam, you will
be examined not based on what your teacher taught
you in class but based on what the exam body has
outlined to examine you on.
Also, beyond learning your course well, get
acquainted with how your examiner wants you to
answer his exams questions and the rules that guide
the course or subject you are taking. Breaking some of
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such rules spells doom for your exam success despite
your preparation.
You see, smart students often fail in exam, not for lack
of the ability to excel; but ignorance of the rules of
writing their exams or answering certain lecturer's
questions. That's why you should put in your best to
master them.
Study past questions. If you can get marking scheme
and also study it, that would be good. If you are
writing O'level exam, ask your subject teacher for
marking scheme, they will have a way of getting for
you if you disturb them long enough.
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Chapter Six

Thorough Scheme Coverage

As your exams draw closer, I'd like you to work at
ensuring proper coverage of your course outline. The
essence of this is to ensure that you have read all that
you should to be able to sit for your exam and tackle
any question that may be thrown at you.
The ﬁrst step in this direction is to ensure you have
your course outline and the materials to study each of
the topics. When you get hold of your course outline,
gather materials based on the topics you have there,
especially the ones you have been taught in class and
begin to study.
To get enough materials, don't just concentrate on the
ones your lecturer gave you, surf the net for materials
and read from a variety of textbooks.
I have encountered people who don't see any reason
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to cover their course outline thoroughly because
according to them, they don't need to answer all the
questions in exam to pass or even get an A, especially
in exams where you have the liberty of selecting some
questions out of many to answer.
For them, they read just enough to pass exam; not to
know their course.
Unfortunately, what they don't know is that while they
have the freedom to choose from an array of exam
questions in their exams, they don't have liberty to
choose in real work environment.
When an employer or a client asks you to do work,
they won't limit it to your area of concentration. He
wouldn't even know what questions you answered in
your exams so as to ask you in that line, but he'd
assign a duty to you based on what you are expected
to know as a chemist, lawyer or psychologist.
While they may have valid point about passing exam,
I choose not to walk in their footstep because my goal
in any exam is not just to pass; I'm working at getting a
resounding A.
Beyond the A in exam, I want to be so good in media,
marketing and communication that I will work for the
best companies, biggest political parties, most
inﬂuential diplomat organizations and biggest
religious organizations.
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I literally want to be a deity of some sort in Marketing
Communication in the class of marketing gods like
Philip Kotler and Seth Godin.
Whether I achieve it or not is God's to decide; but I am
sure reading just to pass exam is most certainly not
the way towards achieving it.
People who want to be tops in their ﬁeld, don't stop at
the little their lecturer feed them with in class, they
reach for stronger and deeper materials. So I can't be
reading to pass when I really want to get at least 85%
in all my exams and 95% in real life practice.
Moreover, reading only few topics gives me very
limited option in exam such that once I can't answer
questions on the few I read, I get stranded.
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Chapter Seven

Embark on Effective Revision

When you have read your course thoroughly, it's a sign
that you have a good grasp of your course content;
but you may not guarantee clear recall of all that you
may have studied. That's why you should make effort
to engage in effective revision.
Revision involves revisiting what you have read to
refresh your mind on them so as to make recall easy. It
can be done at the point of study on a subject matter
or close to exams.
You can revise at the point of study by revising
whatever you may have read to determine if you have
really understood what you read by asking yourself
questions after reading and attempting to answer
them or you wait till when exam is close so as to revise
everything together when you start reading for exam.
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Students generally claim to do revision; but many of
them do it poorly and that's why as your exam draws
closer, I want you to settle down and execute effective
revision.
You achieve effective revision by ensuring you have
all the materials you will need for your course, settling
down to ensure that you have not only mastered them
but can reproduce them.
What I do is that I get my course material, write out an
outline on each of the topics and start discussing
them with myself as if I am teaching someone to see if
I can recollect everything I have read. Another option
is that if there is any occasion of group discussion or
tutorial where I have to teach people, I attempt
teaching without looking into any paper. Once I spot
any grey area, I spend more time studying it.
Moreover, it's at this point of your revision that you
should spend more of your time reading your jotter;
not studying big textbooks. You should have done that
before the exam time table was released.
In your jotter or class note, start looking for striking
questions your lecturer asked that look like exam
questions. Start looking for those striking points he
emphasized in a way that made you think it's a likely
exam question. Ensure you study any such subject
matter properly. Remember you can't leave your exam
success to chance. It's too risky!
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Whatever is peculiar to your course and your
situation, just know that the litmus test of effective
revision is your ability to keep abreast with what you
have been taught and prepare a mental recall map
that will help you reproduce what you have read in
answering any question that may be asked.
For more on how to revise effectively, read my post,
Keys to Effective Revision.
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Chapter Eight

Take Exam-before-the-Exam

One way to measure your preparedness for your
exam and effectiveness of your revision is by giving
yourself what I call exam-before-the-exam.
This simply involves crafting questions for yourself
based on every aspect of your course to examine your
ability to recall what you have read.
The idea is that if you are able to answer all the
questions you set for yourself, you would have gained
mastery of all your course content.
It doesn't always mean you can answer any exam
questions especially if your lecturer is a question
twister. But one thing it sure guarantees is, if you
understand your exam question and it's based on
what you were taught in class, you are sure to be able
to tackle the question.
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Taking exam before the exam reveals how prepared
you are for your exams and the areas where you are
weak. It should be designed to test your learning so
thoroughly that for you to really scale through, means
you have gained mastery of your course content.
If you have to set the questions for yourself, make it as
hard as possible. Your mock should be harder than the
exam because it's not designed to make you have
good feeling; but to determine how prepared you are
for your exams.
Of course, I am not saying you should make it so hard
that you will plant fear in your heart about the main
exam; my emphasis is that it should be very thorough!
If you can ﬁnd centers where such exams are done,
please pay and participate. It will most certainly
make you better and get you better prepared for your
exams.
I know that people have written and passed their
exams without such exams, but please understand
that you may not be same with those people and they
may have had their own look alike of such exams
which better prepared them for their exams.
When you access your performance, identify the
areas you are weak and get to work on them so that
in your main exam, you will excel in them.
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Chapter Nine

Two-Better-than-One Principle

The wisest King, Solomon, wrote thousands of
centuries ago that two are better than one because
when one falls, another will lift him.
One application of that statement is that whatever
you can achieve alone, you will do more if you enjoy
the support of other persons that can be of use to you.
As your exams draw closer, I implore you to take
advantage of this principle to make your preparation
for exam easier and faster.
You do this by locating serious minded members of
your class and arranging for a class discussion with
them during which each of you will share your
understanding of your courses and answer each
other's questions in courses you ﬁnd difﬁcult.
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Just sit down and hear them explain; it could make
your reading time easier and less stressful. In fact, if
you think you have a lot to cover, go to anyone that
has covered and have them teach you the core of your
courses; it helps you understand faster and saves you
from entering exam hall empty.
I have always enjoyed discussion group because I
take the lead in most of them I have been part of and
the implication is that I reinforce what I have learnt by
teaching while getting clarity from other classmates.
Meanwhile, I have seen people thank me for how I
simpliﬁed our courses they thought was hard during
such discussion.
Truth is that many of your lecturers may be good; but
they may not be able to explain your courses in a way
that you will understand it clearly.
Your classmates who are gifted teachers will make
those seemingly difﬁcult concepts so clear you will
realize that there is no big deal in the course.
In fact, the best approach is locating serious minded
classmates at the beginning of the semester and
forging a mutually beneﬁcial relationship with them
that will make them spur you to learn more and even
reach for higher grades.
I need to emphasize that it's not every relationship
with your classmates that is beneﬁcial; some of them
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are bundle of distraction and you should stay away
from them. Please stay away from the unserious
students, whose plans of succeeding are exam
malpractice, meeting a lecturer for sex or paying for
marks.
Any student whose plan for exam success is
malpractice CANNOT possibly put in the seriousness
required to learn his or her course well and they are
most certainly not the kind of friends you want to have.
If they don't drag you into their lifestyle, they will at
least distract you from the concentration and
attention you should give to your proper preparation.
Therefore, while you are forging partnership, be super
selective. I am not saying you should be in any form of
enmity with them; my point is that you should know
the limits of your friendship with them and ensure it
doesn't become a distraction to you.
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Chapter Ten

Remove Distractions

Many times, students start the semester without any
serious attention to their academic work and so
preoccupy themselves with things like sports,
religious activities, hobbies and social life.
These things are good because they make you a
balanced person and get you better equipped for the
world after school.
However, they are not the core of your mission in
school. I understand that different students have
different mission for being in school; but fundamental
in all of them is academics. My opinion is that every
other mission is secondary.
Therefore, now that your exams draw closer, you need
to drop them completely or at least play them down –
so down they won't in anyway interfere with your
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adequate preparation and mental alertness for your
exams.
Instead of social life and hobby, give attention to
personal study, discussion group, revision classes and
tutorial centers that will help you get adequately
prepared for your exams.
Distance yourself from people, associations, lifestyle
and gadgets that take so much of your time, attention
and energy that you are hardly able to prepare for
your exam adequately.
They may not be bad things in themselves; but the
truth is that if they take the lead in your priority, they
become a distraction to your exam success.
If you are married, get your spouse to understand that
you need to concentrate on your studies and so the
other room activities may reduce and he or should
help you with some chores so that you have more
time to give attention to preparing for your exam.
In the same vein, if you are sponsoring yourself in
school, your hustle can equally become a distraction.
Your situation calls for getting the best of result
possible and that is why I implore you to reduce your
hustle activities so as to allow yourself ample time for
preparation and revision.
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Chapter Eleven

Don't Kill Yourself

As exams draw closer many students work and treat
themselves as though they cannot break down or
even die out of physical exhaustion.
They deny themselves sleep, eat junk and sometimes
indulge in taking drugs to stay awake or be energetic.
They start stretching themselves beyond their limits
and before long, it starts taking toll on their health and
even psyche.
Stretching yourself beyond your limit is not bad; it's
part of growth. However, what's bad is doing it so
rapidly that your body starts suffering it as a result or
you lose your mental alertness to retain what you
have read or attend to your exam questions properly.
I understand that the intent for such changes is to
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ensure proper preparation for exam; but I need you to
realize that there is life after exams and that's why you
should take care of your body properly.
No matter how much you want to stretch yourself and
deny yourself luxury to be able to cover your course,
what I strongly recommend is that you take adequate
rest that will relax your brain and ensure easy
comprehension, good retention and recall of what
you are studying.
Please stay away from drugs purported to be used for
keeping awake and energized longer than your body
could naturally carry. They have side effects which
may only manifest long after your consumption of
them.
Instead of drugs, I take enough food and sleep well
and when I wake up with only four hours to read, I
make the most of it by cutting off distractions that
could come from my phone. It has become almost a
rule for me, I don't go to read with someone that
knows me. I need to give my study total attention.
When I am alert and have cut off distraction with only
four hours left for revision, I will achieve far more than
the person that has ten hours for study with an
exhausted brain and multiple distractions.
So, now that your exam is around the corner; please
don't kill yourself because it's just a means to an end;
not an end in itself.
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Your parents want to see you alive and not mad. There
are works to do upon graduation and you have a
future ahead of you.
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Chapter Twelve

There is God o

Now, I want to take some time and talk to you about
the place God in your exam.
Truth is that this matter is not in my outline; in fact, I
was about sending the ﬁnal copy to someone for
review when I realized that the person will ask me
about the place of God in boosting her exam success.
Aside the fact that she will be asking me about the
place of God, my reason for including this chapter is
because God is an integral part of our lives and most
people who don’t even give a damn about God
remembers Him during exam because they want Him
to come and perform miracle in their exams.
Now, we know God to be Almighty and All-powerful
who can do anything we consider impossible and
therefore call upon Him whenever we want the
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impossible done.
If you have a right standing with Him and ask Him
rightly, He will answer you and intervene in your
exam.
So, when you encounter difﬁcult lecturers, courses and
jam-packed exams, do well to call upon Him. He will
answer you and make things easy for you.
His answer may be telling you to stop wasting your
time on Instagram watching pictures that doesn’t
concern you or wasting your time watching football
matches that doesn’t add shishi in your pocket!
He can also answer by helping you understand that
why you spend long time in library or night class
without getting much is that you spent half of your
time gisting with your friend or bae and the other half
trying to read and sleep.
I need you to understand that He is not in support of
your laziness. So, if you are one of those that won’t
read; but while away your time or misplace your
priority by unguided attention to religious activities
and expect to pass with A, you need to wake up.
You see, I haven't met God nor discussed this matter
with Him; but based on His character I could see from
the Scriptures, I am sure He doesn't want to reward
people for doing nothing.
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He doesn't want to give you an A when you haven't
done anything. He usually supports those that have
done their best. Even the biblical David had to sling
while God supported His slinging to make sure
Goliath was killed.
No matter how much you know God, serve Him or
pray to Him, do your best to study well and hard!
When you have done that, pray to Him for help and
He will come through for you.
One of the most annoying prayers I have heard
people pray concerning their exam is that God should
make their lecturers sleep while marking their script
so that they will give them A.
Tuakwa!
First, when the lecturer sleeps while marking your
paper, he may give you an F instead of A. Take note!
By the way, would you like to have someone pray that
you get drunk or sleep while you mark script as a
lecturer?
Bros, God is not with you in this kind of selﬁsh and
wicked prayers.
My thinking is that God would prefer that the lecturer
be awake to mark so that when He gets to your paper,
he will recognize that of all the students that have
taken that course in his last 30 years as a lecturer in
three universities, no one has demonstrated your kind
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of excellent delivery in an exam.
God is a miracle worker and He still performs
academic miracles in the lives of His children;
however, He doesn't want to perform the miracle that
will make you graduate empty headed with miracle
As!
Instead of making you pass your course miraculously
without learning and become a Killer Doctor, he
would rather that you pass so well that even your
lecturers will respect you.
Therefore, instead of praying that He reveals area of
concentration for you, ask Him to make you
understand your course content so well that aside
teaching your fellow classmates, your lecturers will
use your intelligent and in-depth answers in exam in
updating their notes for next session.
My favorite Bible characters and role model in
learning and schooling are Daniel and friends.
Dan 1:17God gave these four men knowledge,
wisdom, and the ability to understand all kinds of
literature. Daniel could also understand all kinds
of visions and dreams. 18 At the end of the threeyear training period, ...19 The king talked to them
and found no one like Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael,
and Azariah among all of them. 20 Whenever the
king asked them about things that required
wisdom and insight, he found that they knew ten
times more than all the magicians and psychics
in his whole kingdom. (God’s Word Translation)
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You know what God really wants to do in your life?
Give you the aptitude to understand all kinds of
statistics, medicine, communication or whichever
course you are studying; (not give you area of
concentration) so that when at the end of your years
of study, when a potential employer examines you,
you will prove to be exceptional and when you are
given a task, you will deliver 10X result!
That should be the focus on your prayer!
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Chapter Thirteen

My Point?

Exam success is never by accident or luck and it
comes only to those who are adequately prepared
before the exam.
Your past failure in your exam doesn't make you a
perpetual failure; that’s just your past.
You may have failed in the past because of what you
don't know because you don’t have the capacity to
really pass your exam and excel in it.
So, if you desire to do better in your next exam, make
sure you understand what you are required to do in
your exam, embark on adequate preparation, work
towards excellent delivery in your exam and God will
help you.
Go and may God help you excel in your exam!
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SG
Student Groove is an initiative of Brojid World
designed to share practical insight that will show you
how to learn faster, better and easier as well as
maximize your days as a student to prepare for
the future ahead of you.
If you think this is for you, read our insightful articles,
features, interviews and podcasts every Wednesday
on brojid.com/studentgroove.
We equally drop short and useful thoughts on
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter and if you care for
them, follow us @StudentGroove.
You can also get it on WhatsApp by sending SG to
08105504664.
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Premium Resources
We have a collection of resources to help you deal with your academic
challenges, boost your performance in school and prepare for life after
school. ey are carefully and thoroughly prepared to provide you lasting
and pro table value.
You can overlook them and wallow in the pains you currently suﬀer and
sink deeper into poor performance in school or grab them and enjoy the
bene t of learning what really works in your pursuit of academic
excellence and avoiding the mistakes those ahead of you learnt the hard
way.
ey are crafted with the primary goal of boosting your performance in
school and positioning you for career exploits upon graduation.
***
1. Quick Recall System: Many students go for lecture, read their
materials and even attend tutorials; but fail to recall in
their exam. The problem is that they either cheat, get
caught and risk rustication or failure in their exam.
Now, I know what it means to get into an exam and forget
what you have read or you have been taught without any
means of getting your answer while in the exam and I
would want the last time you experienced something like
that to be the very last.
That will be possible if you learn my quick recall secret
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which I have poured in this course, Quick Recall System. In it,
you will learn why you forget what you read during exam,
how to ensure you remember ANYTHING you read inside
exam hall and even months and years afterwards.
2. Lecture Decoding Hack: If you sit down for your lectures or
read your course materials; but don't seem to grasp
anything from the lecturer, it could be that the lecturer is a
bad teacher or you are just unable to decode the subject.
Whichever may be your situation, Lecture Decoding Hack is
designed to teach you how to understand your lecturers in
class and decode your lecture materials so well you not
just excel in your exam; but teach your classmates.
Consuming this programme equips you to understand
your lectures fast and save you the pain of poor
performance in case of sudden tests or jam-packed exam
timetable.
3. Overcoming Excessive Sleep: In school, you often have lots of
materials to study to be fully prepared for your exam. But
you can't do it when you spend all your time sleeping.
I understand that you may not sleep out of your volition;
but seem overpowered by sleep each time you want to
read. If that's your case, you are not alone and it may not
be your village people or any demon.
There are many people like you. I used to be like you. I tried
using some stimulant and drugs to stay awake; but when I
found that they can damage vital organs in my body, I
stopped taking any stimulant.
From my practice and trial, I developed a system that helps
me keep awake and study whenever I want to study; even
at night and that's what you are getting when take hold of,
Controlling Excessive Sleep.
4. Cracking Difficult Courses: If you ﬁnd certain course/subject
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difﬁcult; it's a pity! I feel for you because you have to still
take the course or write exam on the subject to get
required CGP or credit.
I have been in that situation and I failed my course again
and again until the need to move forward with my
academic pushed me to seek why I ﬁnd the course difﬁcult
while others don't and why some courses I ﬁnd simple are
hard to others. I put to practice a formula I developed and
passed the seemly difﬁcult course.
The good thing is that the lessons have helped me in
tackling any difﬁcult course I encounter so well that I even
teach fellow students such courses. When you get hold of
Cracking Difficult Courses, you will learn why you ﬁnd any
course difﬁcult, how to simplify it and gain mastery of it.
5. Exam Delivery Mastery: Many smart and prepared students
get into their exam hall and fumble not because of poor
preparation or Village-People Effect; but because of failure
to deliver their answers effectively. That's why you
sometime come out of your exam complaining about
what you should have written; but couldn't.
In Exam Delivery Mastery, you will learn the right mindset and
attitude that will guarantee you excellent delivery of your
answers in your exams and how to acquire them. You will
equally learn how to write to the satisfaction of your
examiner and stay clean of troubles inside your exam hall.
6. Campus Survival on Lean Pocket: I know what it means to go
to school with little ﬁnancial support or while taking care
of myself. Since I know I can't steal and to go and beg
money dey hard me, I devised survival strategies that
helped me and that's what I poured into this programme,
Campus Survival on Lean Pocket.
I designed the programme to show you how to survive as a
student on low budget and it will be especially helpful if
you are sponsoring yourself in school, have little support or
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trying to save money for big investment.
Each of these premium programmes is made up of a book
and audio on each chapter of the book + access into my
Peak Student Inner Circle—where I share exclusive insight that
will boost your performance in school and position you
for life after school.
Once you enter the inner circle, you can ask any question
for clariﬁcation on anything that bothers you as well as get
guidance in applying what you have learnt from any of the
above programmes.
Although the key content is the same in the book and
audio, you may ﬁnd more examples, digressions and
illustrations in the audio that will prove really useful and
the audio helps you learn while you do laundry, walk to
class or wait on queues.
Bonus Offer >>> If you order for any two of these
programmes, you get Exam Delivery Mastery + Campus Survival
on Lean Pocket as a bonus. It's our way of supporting you for
having enough sense to invest in yourself.
To o rd e r a ny of t h es e m a te r i a l s , k i n d ly vi s i t
www.brojid.com/resources or get in touch with our
Marketing Department through 0708 251 4917 or send a
mail to brojidbooks@gmail.com.
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Joseph ‘Brojid’ Dinwoke
Joseph 'Brojid' Dinwoke, a University of Nigeria
trained Biochemist, is an Inspirational & Lifestyle
Blogger @BrojidWorld and Media Strategist
@FrateeMedia.
He lives to develop contents that will inspire you
for peak performance in your life and work and
craft protable media solutions for you and your
organizations.
He will gladly welcome an invitation to speak at your
events, seminars, workshops, give you one-on-one
coaching and develop a media strategy for you, your
organization, brands and events.
To l e a r n m o r e a b o u t h i m , k i n d l y v i s i t ,

www.brojid.com/josephdinwoke/

To get fresh insight, inspirational thoughts and
podcasts by Joseph, follow him on Twitter, Instagram
Facebook, Google + and LinkedIn
@JosephDinwoke.
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Meet Brojid World

B

rojid World is a human capacity development
organization with the guiding mission of
providing training, mentoring, coaching,
inspiring and empowering people to maximize each
phase of their life and equip them for a great future
through our blog posts, podcast, books and training.
Our work is creating, packaging and publishing
contents that will be useful to our audience.
We develop and publish contents and hold training
across platforms in the areas of education, career,
money, family, relationships, youth empowerment
and lifestyle.
To l e a r n m o r e a b o u t u s , k i n d l y v i s i t,
www.brojid.com/about/
Ensure you don't miss any article, interviews, features,
podcasts and free books from Brojid World by
following us on social media: twitter, facebook,
google + and LinkedIn @BrojidWorld.
You can equally join Brojid Community group on
Facebook for engaging discussion on career, money,
relationship and family. To get Brojid World's daily
WhatsApp inspirational broadcast, BrojidBoost, by
sending 'BSU' to 0810 550 4664.
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Testify!
We would like to hear how much this book has blessed you;
it can be encouragement to us. Kindly get in touch with us
to share your testimony through:
Email: brojidbooks@gmail.com
WhatsApp: +234(0)8105504664
Or simply share it on your social media handle with the
hashtag #ExamBoost
Or tag us on social media with either...
@BrojidWorld @StudentGroove @Josephdinwoke
We want EVERY STUDENT YOU KNOW to get this FREE book
so help us reach them by sharing them on WhatsApp,
Xender it...
Or give them this link: brojid.com/examboost with which
they can also download this book plus 10-part audio
programme, Exam Success Boost Programme.
***
Understand that you are NOT under any nancial
obligation to Joseph ‘Brojid’ Dinwoke or Brojid World
for reading this book; but if you feel inclined to support the
writing and publishing of materials like this, kindly get in
touch with us or visit our support page,
brojid.com/support.
Best support we seek is that you please share this book
with someone else that could benet from it.
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